Public Notice posted in
accordance with 610 RSMo as amended

Date/Time Posted: Friday November 4th, 2022, 2:30 p.m.

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION AGENDA
300 Hoven Drive Pacific, MO 63069
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8th, 2022
7:00 P.M.
1. CALL TO ORDER
2. ROLL CALL
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: From October 25th, 2022
4. PUBLIC HEARING

a. PZ 2022-13: Black Sheep Tattoo, CUP application for Tattoo Shop in East
End Plaza, Hannah Gehm & Kwade Nash, applicant

5. NEW BUSINESS
a) Consideration of PZ 2022-13: Black Sheep Tattoo, CUP application for
Tattoo Shop in East End Plaza, Hannah Gehm & Kwade Nash, applicant
6. OLD BUSINESS
7. COMMITTEE REPORTS
a. Board of Aldermen
b. Board of Adjustment
c. City Administrator
8. ADJOURNMENT
This Meeting is Open to The Public Note: The Planning and Zoning Commission will
consider and act upon these matters listed above and any such others as may be presented
at the meeting and determined appropriate for discussion at that time.

CITY OF PACIFIC
PLANNING & ZONING MINUTES
October 25, 2022 at 7:00 p.m.
Call to order: The meeting of the Planning & Zoning Commission was called to order by
Chairman Bruns at 7:00 PM on Tuesday, October 25, 2022.
Roll Call: Chairman Bruns, Commissioner Flannery, Commissioner Miles, Commissioner Graham,
Commissioner Bates, Commissioner Brocato, Commissioner Koelling, Alderman Eversmeyer,
Commissioner Madrigal.
City Staff: Community Development Director Myers, Administrator Roth, City Clerk Barfield.
Approval of Minutes: Regular meeting on September 27, 2022.
Motion made by Commissioner Miles, seconded by Alderman Eversmeyer to approve. A voice vote was
taken with an affirmative result. Opposed: none.
Public Participation
Chairman Bruns stated she had 5 speaker cards, and everyone requested to go last. We are doing this
under the Public Hearing section.
Mike Gallagher, Pacific, MO stated he was here to talk about Indian Trails Road, the section in front of
Nottingham Ridge. He has spoken with Mr. Roth and Mr. Brueggemann about this. The original plan
approved by Planning & Zoning and Board of Aldermen will cause multiple issues for passing traffic and
water drainage issues. We believe we have come up with an alternate plan which does include waiving
the curb and gutter and sidewalks. In exchange for this, he is offering to trade the curb and gutter and
sidewalks for more asphalt. Instead of just asphalting part of the road, he is willing to overlay the entire
road putting a reverse S curve in, this being in exchange for the curb and gutter. He continued he will
absolutely do 100% of what the Commission originally approved, no issues. It will cause the city way
more issues long term than fixing it right now.
Stephen Nichols, 1910 Indian Trail, thanked the commission. He is speaking of Indian Trial Road. His
idea counters Mr. Gallaghers. He wants what was signed up for, and wants the city to make a deal and
that deal be lived by. These neighbors that we have, were going to be good neighbors, and they deserve
curb and gutter and sidewalks. Regarding the water; Mr. Brueggemann illuded to him that certain cuts
in the gutters, and a trench with rip rap to get the normal flow of water back to where it would be is an
option. Any flow of water on his property is less an issue of the road, but the issue of what used to be
grass land is now concrete and roof with a slope towards a dry creek that is 100 yards from that area
and only 150 yards from the Meramec. He thinks it’s important to help the Meramec through the
development, to slow some water and always be aware of what we are doing with runoff. There is a
requirement and he thought we should do it. Mr. Brueggemann’s idea to him sounds like it would slow
the water down.
Palmer Lawson, 1897 Indian Trial Road, and he is an adjoining property owner. He is an engineer, and
he knows something about waterflow. He worked in the middle of the Amazon Jungle where it really
rains. They are proposing a solution to a problem that does not exist. There is no real water problem
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right now. With the new development, there could be a problem, without having a curb in place the
water is going down driveway # 3 and runoff immediately. The person in driveway # 3 is not going to
appreciate this. The problem he thinks is money.
Bonnie Post, 1697 Andrew Lane, Pacific and an adjoining property owner to Nottingham Ridge. We are
asking for the board to deny the waiver the developer, Mike Gallagher, has applied for. He knew when
he purchased Nottingham Ridge Subdivision that the improvements of curb, gutter, street and sidewalk
would be his installation responsibility by ordinance. This minor subdivision of 3 lots was filed with
Franklin County after Pacific’s approval November 1, 2016. It was approved at that time with no
waivers. Today, this is a rerun of what has been established. There is correspondence dating back to
November 20, 2021 between ourselves and administration that confirms that Mr. Gallagher would be
required to install the infrastructure in order to receive occupancy permits. We had hoped this would
remain firm, but here we are today. Mr. Gallagher wants to save himself the expense of these
improvements regardless of what is put on the table as an alternative. He should want these
improvements for Nottingham Ridge to increase his property value. One of his homes is listed for
$ 720,000 and no curb, gutter or sidewalk. What if someone moves in and needs ADA Accommodation,
they would not be able to get in front of their front door to the sidewalk and come to town, which they
now could, except in front of their own homes. She is disappointed that city staff could make this
recommendation of supporting no curb, gutter and no sidewalk with some sort of asphalt overlay. She
thought Pacific was heading to a progressive outlook in order to attract more home development.
Where is the line drawn with a developer such as McBride wanting the same considerations. Mr.
Gallagher’s request says he hopes to remedy water runoff by water being funneled into two spots. One
direction is a swale taking the water from Indian Trail to a nearby ravine coordinated by the adjoining
property owner Mr. Nichols. The other funnel spot would run the water into Indian Trail where there is
already curb installed by Bend Ridge Estates. The water here already flows. Indian Trial is a city street,
not an internal subdivision street. Not a penny has been put into that section of Indian Trial since it’s
inception in 1985. We are asking that Mr. Gallagher improve by ordinance, his half of the street; curb,
gutter and sidewalk and to not trade with the city for other things. The reverse S curve is not necessary,
and flies in the face of contributing to water runoff. There used to be Indian Trail dead end lane at the
intersection of Peace Pipe, which now has moved west. Until the property across from Gallagher is
developed this would just remain a lane end. Indian Trail Travelers have faced this before and capable
of handling it again, just in a different location. The installation of curb would inhibit cars from leaving
the road since there would be a barrier for auto tires to encounter. This current dead-end location is an
area of unfinished street left over from Bend Ridge Estates. Gullet paid the city $ 3,245 to finish a 25’
section in 2020. The street has never been completed. Now Mr. Roth and Mr. Brueggemann are trying
to trade to have Mr. Gallagher complete the city’s responsibility. The discussions are noted in Mr.
Gallaghers waiver. Currently, Mr. Gallaghers surety bond for Nottingham Ridge is posted for $ 35,075,
an amount figured from 2016, materials and labor pricing. This is grossly inadequate. If Mr. Gallagher
defaults on this project, the city stands to pay thousands to make up the difference. This is part of the
reason; staff recommends this proposal. The tax payers of Pacific are being burdened by poor decisions
on behalf of the city administration. Mr. Gallagher refers to an overlay of existing asphalt in this waiver.
This is not even legal by code. There was a meeting onsite in the spring with Mr. Roth, Mr. Myers,
Gallagher, Mr. Mueller, myself in which Mr. Gallagher verbally stated“
you won’t have to worry about a thing, I am going to put this subdivision in right, the infrastructure will
be there”. This is a verbal gentleman’s agreement to me, there are no words to convey how
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disappointed I am. That is one thing, having Mr. Roth support this viewpoint personally is another. We
have not asked for another lane to be installed. Having Mr. Gallagher do this portion of the road will not
leave us with anything we haven’t had before, one lane of road until the property across from it is
developed. A solution to this in the future, the city requires the infrastructure to be developed first,
before any development so this doesn’t occur again. She is asking for no waivers to be granted for
Nottingham Ridge, that Mr. Gallagher be held to the ordinance that he knowingly purchased with that
subdivision.
James A Mueller, 1970 Woodhaven Lane, Pacific MO stated he was here tonight to oppose the waivers
and exceptions being presented by Gallagher Properties, Nottingham Ridge, Bill No. 2996 and Ordinance
No. 2983. November 1, 2016 the time of minor subdivision approval, all requested waivers had been
denied by the Board of Aldermen, which was for curbs, gutter and sidewalks. The property sat idle until
Mr. Gallagher purchased on January 21, 2022. Mr. Gallagher elected to post a guarantee securing the
construction of the improvements for $ 35,075 and proceed with remodeling the barn situated on Lot 1.
The original Indian Trial Road had been cut and excavated four times, two by the city and two by
Gallagher. There has been no oversight to the condition of Indian Trail Road since the start of the
improvements at Nottingham Ridge Development. Mr. Gallagher came before the Board of Aldermen in
October and said he didn’t have any problem installing the curb and gutter and sidewalks. He doesn’t
think it makes sense, improvements are required by the city ordinance, 410.075 Adoption of Design
Development Standards of Subdivision Improvements. Item 7, for any development, fronting an existing
city street, it shall be the responsibility of the developer to bring the street up to city specifications to
the center line of the street, curbs are to be installed by the developer on the developer’s side of the
street only. Looking at Indian Trail since it was incorporated, in 1985, city street, 30’ wide, and nothing
done at that time. In 1990, Harry Blair owned what is now Bend Ridge Subdivision property, he took it
upon himself to widen Indian Trial to 40’ from Hwy N west to Woodhaven Lane. Through negations with
neighboring property owners, Bob Schneider, he had the road surveyed, platted, with an additional 10’
to the north by Mike Burke Surveyor. In 2003-2005 Meramec Valley School purchased the 20 acres at
the corner of Hwy N and Indian Trial Road, with curb, gutters and sidewalks installed on the north side
of Indian Trail Road. The school district graciously extended the other half of the required roadway. The
curb, gutter and sidewalk on the south side of Indian Trial Road was optional for property owners if they
wanted to install. No one elected to make these improvements at that time. The improvements ended
at the school property west line. In 2019 Roger Gullet developed the next property adjacent west to the
school, 600’ of roadway. All improvements were per code and ordinance. Mr. Gullet elected to do the
what the school district did and extended the road half way. Again, at that time if the property owners
wanted to install amenities they could, but elected not to. The same situation exists today at the end of
Bend Ridge Subdivision, except a 25’ section on west end of Bend Ridge Plat. In December 2020 Mr.
Gullet obtained bids, and a check for $ 30,250 that he presented to the city in return for the city to finish
that portion of the roadway including curbs, gutters and sidewalks. The city then would release the
performance bond on Bend Ridge Subdivision. It has yet to be completed, 22 months later. Now we
have a $ 450,000 home without a portion of a curb, gutter sidewalk and roadway installed in front of it.
In 2021-2022 Mr. Gullet obtained Nottingham Property, the responsibility of the developer, basically the
same as the original with Ron Grubbs development agreement, performance bond is the same and
improvements to be complete before any occupancy permit would be issued. No difference here than
the two previous developments that have happened on Indian Trail. Mr. Gallagher is required to
improve half of the road; the other half will see the same improvements when the adjoining property is
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developed at no cost or obligation to the city or property owners at this time. At the time the north half
is developed it would be required to meet the same requirements by code 410.075, Minimum Design &
Development Standards. Mr. Roth’s memorandum in the packet, he uses the term perspective,
preference, recommendations, options, those all seem as personal opinions at best, not necessarily
codes, requirements, or ordinances. Mr. Roth realizes that his plan results in a street that would not
meet city specifications and then makes it clear the city would not accept maintenance of Indian Trial
Road, which is presently and has been a city street forever. This is unacceptable on any level. The
Gallagher waiver is to the curb, gutter and sidewalk requirement and does not mention road
improvement requirements. We have gone from curb, gutter and sidewalk to a city street that will not
conform to the requirements of 410.075 Subdivision Regulations, under Improvements. All that is
required is spelled out, one half of the south road, the remaining half required to be improved to city
specifications by adjoining property owners when development occurs on the north side. No action or
cost would be required by the city or adjoining property owners at that time. He asked them to deny
the waivers and exceptions as proposed and install all improvements in a timely fashion. He thanked
them for their time and attention. Chairman Bruns concluded the public hearing of the comments.
Commissioner Flannery asked one question; he thought Mr. Gallagher had no problem doing what was
required, he was just offering a different suggestion. Mr. Gallagher agreed. Commissioner Bates stated
he wanted this to be included in the public hearing. He is questioning the proposal and where Planning
& Zonings authority would come from to set aside a subdivision requirement already approved by the
Board of Aldermen. He thought this was out of order. He thought this would go before the Board of
Adjustments or back to the Board of Aldermen to have requirements set aside. It has been approved by
the Board of Aldermen already and he thought this was 100% out of order and does not understand why
this came here. If this was reviewed by our legal representation then in his opinion someone gave us
very bad advice. Chairman Bruns agreed this was approved previously, and asked Mr. Myers or Mr.
Roth to explain why they got it back. Administrator Roth stated when Mr. Gallagher purchased the
property in 2021, he assumed the same responsibility the prior developer had. At that time, he was
informed he had to perform the same improvements, or he could petition the Board for a waiver, and so
we are handling it as the same procedure with other exceptions. They start with Planning & Zoning,
then to the Board of Aldermen. Mr. Bates stated that was before they were approved by the Board of
Aldermen. Administrator Roth stated that was a legal question, the city attorney did review this and
believed Mr. Gallagher had the right to petition the Board. Commissioner Bates stated we have
precedence in the city before doing this, where the Board of Aldermen has said we think this has merit
and set aside the ordinance and sent it back to Planning & Zoning. This has not happened in this case, or
to the Board of Adjustments. He has never seen it happen this way and does not understand where the
legal authority comes from. Administrator Roth stated this was the reasoning that was used to get us to
this point. Commissioner Flannery thought this was a valid point, it was approved by the Board of
Aldermen, they would dictate if this goes back down to P&Z or Board of Adjustment. How does P&Z
override an ordinance. Administrator Roth stated they cannot, but they can make a recommendation to
the Board of Aldermen. Section 410.080, the commission is familiar with it. We are following that
process. Chairman Bruns stated we could vote to send it to the Board of Aldermen and they would have
to put curbs, gutters and sidewalks in. She is at a loss as to which direction we need to go. Chairman
Brocato stated she did not feel right voting on something that is already in play. Commissioner Flannery
thought this was a slippery slope. The ordinance exists that there should be curbs, gutters and
sidewalks when there is development. At the last meeting we discussed Mr. Kelly requesting a waiver
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there, are we ultimately doing the same thing. Chairman Bruns stated they did not come before the
Board of Aldermen, that was the start. The Commission discussed different situations. Commissioner
Bates stated when we have asked for a waiver at this level, it was prior to any development being done
or any subdivision being approved, or plat approval. In this case, that happened already, and it went
before the Board of Aldermen and they approved and it became part of an ordinance. We do not have
the legal authority to set aside an ordinance, and we have cited that at this level several times. His
opinion is if it should have come back to us, it should have at least been read at the Board of Aldermen,
and they sent it back to us as it is a new issue for a recommendation. Otherwise, he doesn’t think we
have the legal authority to be here, and he will not be voting tonight on this. Discussion followed. He
continued that in the end you try to treat everyone the same and he respected everyone here tonight.
We want the very best development. He was on the Board of Aldermen for seven terms, and he never
seen this. Commissioner Koelling agreed, he has never seen this, where we overrule what the Board of
Aldermen has done in an ordinance. This is a progressive area that is following the ordinances.
Commissioner Flannery called point of order and asked if we were moving on to the business or still
under public hearing. City Clerk Barfield stated to be clear, we did not open a public hearing, just public
participation. Chairman Bruns agreed, we were under public participation.
Administrator Roth stated procedurally when Mr. Gallagher purchased the property and he inquired
with the city about what to do we told him the same requirements of the prior developer were in place
for him. However, we told him he had a right to appeal that. The form of appeal was determined by the
City Attorney, which led us to this point. He believes the process to this point has been handled
correctly. He has the right to appeal the decision. This process was chosen, with advice from the
Attorney. Commissioner Bates agreed this was fair, he just thought we went about it wrong, not Mr.
Gallagher. He doesn’t like this process, and he’s not comfortable with it. Administrator Roth stated for
clarity, the process you would be comfortable with is what. Chairman Bruns thought this should go to
Board of Adjustments then going back to Board of Aldermen. Commissioner Bates agreed, but also
stated it could also be done by Board of Aldermen asking for a recommendation. He did not think it was
appropriate for Planning & Zoning to set aside something already approved as an ordinance.
Commissioner Flannery thought there were a lot of questions about this, and asked if this should be
tabled. Administrator Roth stated the City Attorney advised this procedure. The process as stated
previously, is going to remain. Discussion followed. Administrator Roth stated Board of Adjustment
does not take appeals to Board of Aldermen. Planning & Zoning is making a recommendation to the
Board, which is what is provided for.
New Business
PZ 2022-12 Waivers and Exceptions request, Gallagher Properties LLC. Indian Trails Road, Lots 1-2-3
Nottingham Ridge Subdivision. Motion made by Commissioner Flannery, seconded by Commissioner
Miles to send this back to the Board of Aldermen for clarification. A roll call vote was taken with the
following results: Ayes: Commissioner Flannery, Commissioner Miles, Commissioner Graham,
Commissioner Bates, Commissioner Brocato, Commissioner Koelling, Alderman Eversmeyer,
Commissioner Madrigal, Chairman Bruns. Nays: none. Whereupon, Chairman Bruns declared the
motion carried. Chairman Bruns stated this will go back to the Board of Aldermen for clarification at
the next meeting. She apologized for the confusion.
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Old Business
a.

Home Occupations text amendment

Commissioner Flannery has a question regarding a definition in the staff report. It mentions commercial
vehicle size, weight rate rating and gross weight combination; 10,000 lbs. or more, whichever is greater.
He is not sure 100% how things are weighted but is this going to preclude FedEx, UPS and Amazon
vehicles from delivering items because of their license weights, and if that’s the case, this becomes a
definition, does that mean those entities cannot deliver throughout the city. Administrator Roth stated
he was not sure; he did not think it would apply. The intent is to prohibit a home-based business that
involves commercial vehicle traffic that has more than a small box truck, delivery truck, pickup trucks
outfitted for contracted use, etc. The City Attorney developed that definition. If it applies to those
delivery vehicles he did not think so, but he was not sure. Commissioner Flannery understood the
intent, but did not want a future problem. Chairman Bruns suggested more research so we don’t create
any issues. Administrator Roth asked for clarification. Chairman Bruns stated we needed clarification
on the 10,000 lbs. or more whichever is greater regarding gross vehicle weight, does it exclude delivery
vehicles? Administrator Roth stated we are not going to regulate contractor vehicles in the driveway
but he will get clarity. The intent was to not permit the larger trucks part of the home-based business.
Committee Reports
a.

Board of Aldermen – Alderman Eversmeyer stated the ordinance for the garage on Third St.
passed. There is an Operations Meeting on November 4th. The Red Cedar is moving along.
b. Board of Adjustment – Administrator Roth stated there is a meeting scheduled for
November 2nd, RBT Renovations wants to put a duplex on Second St. They are short on lot
sizes and a variance on the front corner.
c. City Administrator – We have a public hearing on November 8th at the next meeting for a
tattoo shop, which requires a CUP. This is another incident where the code is very
restrictive of certain uses. The ordinance dates from the early 90’s. There is a petition
process, and many guidelines required by city. We are required to have a Public Heath
Officer, which we don’t have. This is one more item that needs a zoning code amendment.
In 2023 his goal is to get to the point of updating these things. Discussion followed.

Adjournment
Motion made by Commissioner Flannery, seconded by Commissioner Madrigal. A voice vote was
taken with an affirmative result.
Meeting adjourned at 7:53 p.m.
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Planning & Zoning Commission
Department of Community Development
Staff Report
Meeting Date:

November 8th, 2022

Application Type:

Conditional Use Permit

From:

Steve Myers; Director of Community Development

Applicant:

Hannah Gehm & Kwade Nash

Description:
PZ 2022-13: A public hearing to consider an application for a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) at 540
East Osage Street in Pacific, Missouri 63069 (St. Louis County Parcel ID #31Z630080). The
applicant is proposing to conduct a “Tattoo Establishment” at this location. This property is zoned
as “C-1” Downtown Commercial District. Such uses can be authorized by conditional use permit as
provided in section 405.040 of the municipal code subject to such other restrictions and conditions
as deemed necessary.

Summary
Hannah Gehm & Kwade Nash have submitted an application for a conditional use permit to obtain
approval of a “Tattoo Establishment” that will be open to the public in the C-1 zoning district.
Section 400.120 of Pacific zoning ordinance regulates the “C-1” zoning district.
Section 405.040.B. of the Pacific Code of Ordinances provides for the review and approval
method for Conditional Use Permits. The Commission is required to act on this request by
providing a recommendation of approval, approval with conditions, or denial to the mayor
and board of Aldermen.
Subject Site
As noted above the subject site is located at 540 East Osage Street, Pacific, Missouri. St. Louis
County Property ID (Parent Locator) # 31Z630080. The subject space is located in the retail strip
center known as ‘East End Plaza” and is presently leased from the owner by Jonathan Tynes who
has operated a custom apparel shop at the site for several years.

540 E. Osage, Pacific, MO 63069 Current location of Kick Print

The site is approximately 1,640 square feet of floor space that is currently divided into a front sales
area and a back area with a restroom at the rear of the building. Mr. Tynes wishes to sublease
approximately 735 sq. ft. of the space to the applicants and will retain the remainder of the space
for his continued business use. The building has shared paved parking area to the north that is
accessed off Osage and Neosho Streets. A door at the rear of the space serves as an emergency
exit and for delivery drivers. The interior and exterior of the building appears to be in generally good
repair.

The Zoning Map of the Comprehensive Plan identifies this property as C-1 Downtown Commercial
District. The property does have excellent visibility from East Osage Street and is considered as
part of what is known as “Old Downtown Pacific”. This area is part of the Pacific Partnership’s effort
to revitalize the downtown area through the Missouri Mainstreet program.

Land Use and Zoning of Surrounding of Adjacent Properties
Direction

South
East

Land Use
Commercial w/ some
Residential
Non-Urban District
Commercial

West

Commercial

North

Zoning
C-1 Downtown
Commercial
NU Non-Urban District
C-1 Downtown
Commercial
C-1 Downtown
Commercial

Analysis
Section 405.040.B.5. contains the standards and conditions for all applications for CUP to be
reviewed.
a. Complies with all applicable provisions of this Title.
The applicant and lessor invited the reviewer to tour the property on October 18th. The
applicant plans to lease the space in the front of the building for a front desk and
comfortable waiting room area that will also feature tattoo design selection displays. Behind
the waiting area will be two working areas (stations) where customers would be served. Free
WIFI, music, a television and a restroom will also be made available to clients. The space is
clean and the building appears to be in good repair.
The standard is to be verified.
b.

At the specific location, will contribute to and promote the community welfare or
convenience.
Tattoo shops in our state are regulated by the Missouri Division of Professional Registration,
State Office of Tattooing, Body Piercing and Branding. Operators in St. Louis County are
required to not only be licensed in the state but also with the county. Both the state office
and county’s health department provide oversite on the operations of Tattoo Establishments
and inspect the operations with both scheduled and unscheduled (surprise) inspections.
In addition, the City of Pacific has extensive regulations within our code (Chapter 660) that
provide an abundance of requirements (9 pages) that control the operation of a Tattoo
Shops and the methods for providing clean professional services.
It should be said that this chapter of our municipal code was adopted in 1992. Since that
time, there have been advances made to the practice of tattooing that render some of the
rules obsolete. For example, Section 660.100 A-11 states “Only petroleum jelly in collapsible
metal or plastic tubes or its equivalent as approved by the Health Officer shall be used on
the area to be tattooed and it shall be applied with sterile gauze.” Today, use of petroleum
products such as Vaseline or other super thick ointments is not recommended because it
has been found that these products can trap moisture and bacteria on top of a new tattoo,
increasing the risk of developing an infection. Water-based lotions that are breathable are
won’t suffocate the healing skin are now widely used.
The code also calls for the city to have a “Health Officer” who would enforce this chapter of
the code. The City does not have an official Health Officer or a “Health Department” so it
would fall upon the Zoning Officer to make such inspections and verifications. It is doubtful
that the city would provide more thorough oversite than the county or the state. Certainty,
more review of Chapter 660 is required in the coming months to determine necessary
updates. In the meantime, this observation should not hinder the boards decision on the
suitability of the location for the desired use.
One of the requirements listed in Section 660.060 requires the applicant to obtain a
written petition in favor of the issuance of license signed by a majority of the persons
occupying premises or conducting any business on the main surface floor within the
prescribed petition circle drawn by a radius of seven hundred fifty (750) feet from the
center of such premises projected to the streets. In this case, the applicant has
received the required number of signatures and has submitted the required
documentation. (Please find the map showing the 750’ radius as well as the petition with
signatures attached below.)

The market for Tattoo Shops is presently underserved in this community with the closest
venues being located in Gray Summit, Washington, Union, High Ridge and Chesterfield,
MO. Research shows that of the 21,000 Tattoo Shops in America. None have ever been
located in Pacific. 57 percent of Americans say their main reason for shopping small is to
keep money local but tattoo enthusiasts have been forced to travel outside our city limits to
spend their dollars on these services. This has contributed to dollars lost due to these
services or products not being offered in our community. It is therefore in the best interest of
the community welfare that this proposed use would be allowed bringing with it a variety of
patrons who seek such services and who may visit other local shops while they are in town.
Just as with other professional services, the art of tattooing is not in itself taxable. Once
open, items eventually sold at this location will contribute to the city’s sales tax revenue.
These items may include, but would not be limited to, promotional t-shirts and personal
tattoo care items.
The standard has been met.

c. Will not cause injury to the value of neighboring property and will not create a
nuisance.
Over many centuries, (since 1320 A.D.) society has adapted and become a culture that, for
the most part, accepts and embraces both men and women with tattoos. Tattoo owners
work in a variety of industries and hold entry-level jobs as well as top senior executive
positions. The stigma that was once associated with tattoos or tattoo owners has lifted and it
is now difficult to go anywhere in public where a tattoo owner is not present. Most tattoo
shop owners now pride themselves in their store’s professionalism, cleanliness and
welcoming atmosphere. State, County and local officials now hold tattoo shop owners
accountable but it was the shop owners themselves that called for a higher level of
restrictions and accountability decades ago to help change the stereotype, improve the
industry and improve their client’s experience.
City code regulates the hours of operation of a tattooing establishment to between the hours
of 8:00 AM and 10:00 PM. These hours of operation will not be a problem in this location as
Pacific Package Liquor also closes at 10:00 PM and Vero Fitness is open 24/7.
City code also requires all patrons to be removed and the doors to be locked by the closing
time mentioned and that no persons can remain on the premises in violation of curfew
hours. Also, disorderly conduct, loud noises and loitering are prohibited.
It should also be said that the same petition process that was required of the applicant to be
issued a license can also be used for the neighborhood to call for the revocation of license.
It is in the best interest of the applicant to abide strictly to the codes and ordinances of the
City of Pacific as well as State and County regulations to avoid license forfeiture.
Staff is confident that the proposed use, if permitted, would elevate the adjacent property
values and would lift the community’s image by adding a unique service that has the
potential to create local and regional attraction to this historic downtown district.
The standard has been met.
d. Is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and existing zoning district provisions.
The public engagement process that guided the development of the Planning Zoning
Commission’s comprehensive plan adopted June of 2017 identified “GROWING OUR
ECONOMY” as the top priority. The promotion of adaptive reuse, restorative development
and redevelopment of the City’s existing commercial areas, including downtown, is among
our communities’ highest recommendations. This includes assuring that leased shop space
such as that found at the East End Plaza stays full. Supporting entrepreneurial start-ups and
promoting Pacific as a destination with the intent of increasing the frequency and duration of
visits to the city, specifically to the Downtown area and along Route 66, is also mentioned in
the comprehensive plan as one of our strategies to increase tourism and economic vitality.
In addition, the Comprehensive Plan lists economic development as the top critical issue as
defined by survey respondents and stakeholders. It identifies the need for more quality
shopping, entertainment and other businesses that keep Pacific money in Pacific and states
that local businesses are needed to retain resident’s money, generate revenue and create
jobs. According to all interview subjects and survey respondents, the city does not offer an
adequate selection of retail, entertainment, commercial services, pharmacy and hospitality
businesses. This application certainly qualifies to represent commercial services segment
and eventually retail. Professional services such as a Tattoo Establishment will help
generate traffic and vitality to our downtown district and help to capture the dollars being

spent in other communities that provide Tattoo Shop services and products. This reviewer
therefore finds that the application is consistent with the stated objectives found within the
city’s comprehensive plan.
Although “Tattoo Establishments” are not listed as a permitted use in C-1 zoning, it is listed
as an acceptable use with the passage of a Conditional Use Permit.
The standard has been met.
e. Will provide, if applicable, off-street parking and loading areas in accordance with the
standards contained in this Title.
The applicant will rely upon the parking lot that services the East End Plaza for its patrons
as does all of the other businesses in this portion of the downtown district.
The standard has been met.
f.

Will provide, if applicable, erosion control and on-site stormwater detention in
accordance with the standards contained in this title.
N/A
The standard has been met.

g. Will not substantially increase traffic congestion and noise.
The Fire Marshall has stated that occupancy capacity is rarely a factor in these types of
professional services as there is typically less than 10 people in the facility at a time. The site
is currently used as a small retail store front with storage in the back which is similar in that
there will be a waiting room in the front with 2 stations in the back with clients being seen by
appointment. It is unlikely that the proposed use will cause an increase in traffic. Added traffic
caused by the proposed use is not likely to cause any noticeable decrease in level of service
along Osage Street.
Standard has been met.
Future Land Use –
The future land use map designates commercial use for this site and discussion in the
comprehensive plan regarding future land use suggests that the city would update and
redevelop “Downtown Pacific”.
Standard has been met.
Recommendation
After considering the wide acceptance the art of tattooing now enjoys in today’s culture,
reviewing the drawing, visiting the site and seeing the applicant’s presentation of what they
intend to offer the community, it is evident that they will provide a professional service and
quality product.
Staff recommends APPROVAL

